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Use contract & claims management
to control unscheduled investment
expenditure.
Every day costs you money if your plant is not producing.
Unwelcome surprises during shutdowns, turnarounds
and outages are commonplace.
You carry significant responsibility to keep the plant operating
safely, faultlessly and within the scope of the projected costs.

We can help.
Shutdowns, turnarounds
and outages (STOs) in large-scale
industrial plants are highly complex and extremely volatile
events with economic consequences that can run to
many millions of euros for the plant operator.
STOs that are not properly prepared by the
plant operator can quickly evolve into
painfully expensive and unexpected nightmares.

From day one

We help to avoid additional costs for your company by:
eliminating omissions and removing ambiguities in the contracts with your partner
companies for shutdowns, turnarounds and outages in your plants;
defining and introducing clear contractual, procedural and organisational arrangements
for dealing with unplanned additional costs incurred by partner companies in
connection with shutdowns, turnarounds and outages in your plants;
raising awareness among your staff for the rights and obligations of your partner companies when reporting additional costs to your company;
training your field staff in practical terminology in areas such as “payment for idle time”,
“threat of work stoppage by contractors”, “avoidance of double paying contractors
when ordering overtime”, etc.;
issue of standards to your contractors for the documentation of performance
disruptions, deviations and changes over the course of a project, as well as their
entry in a disruption logbook to identify causal event patterns;
review, evaluation and recommendations for courses of action regarding mutual claims
between you and your contractors during a shutdown/turnaround/outage.

Money breaks any friendship, as the saying goes. That makes it imperative to take the edge
off any potential conflicts with your partner companies and to arrive at clear and comprehensible measures. Clarity is the essence of transparency. Transparency build trust. And trust is
the foundation for successful cooperation with your contractors in the event of an STO.
This is where 1155PM consultants GmbH enters the game on your behalf. We are experts in
the handling of disrupted construction processes. We are the goalkeepers protecting against
unjustified claims by your contractors. But we’re also the referees who sometimes blow the
whistle if something is amiss in a project. In a nutshell:

“We are your trusted partners who create transparency for you
and your contractors when processes become disrupted
and in doing so enable claim decisions that are materially correct
and comprehensible.”

CONTRACT & CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
PAYS OFF. NOT MERELY AT 5 TO 12.
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